Rabbit cardiovascular responses to aortic nerve stimulation at fixed carotid pressure.
In pentobarbital-anesthetized rabbits with aortic nerves cut, reflex heart rate and mean arterial pressure (MAP) changes were quantified in response to maximal central stimulation of the left aortic nerve (LANS) before and during steady-state changes in isolated carotid intrasinus pressure (ISP). To distinguish possible vagally mediated cardiopulmonary influences, responses were measured before and after vagotomy. Changes in MAP observed by altering ISP within +/- 15 mmHg of the equilibrium pressure (EP) were linear and inversely correlated to changes in ISP, with a slope of approximately 3 both before and after vagotomy (r greater than or equal to 0.929, P less than 0.05). The peak fall in MAP during LANS was dependent upon ISP. The change in the MAP responses to LANS for each mmHg change in ISP ranged from 1.7 with vagi intact to 1.3 after vagotomy. Heart rate was unaltered by isolation of the carotid sinus and was independent of the small changes in ISP between +/- 15 mmHg of EP. These results indicate that blood pressure changes elicited by the aortic baroreflex are extremely sensitive to the degree of carotid sinus compensation. Thus, to assess the sensitivity of any arterial reflex area, the existing level of compensation by other barosensitive areas must be known.